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Projects Delivered



ENTERPRISE PORTALS

We integrate information, people 
and processes across organiza -

tional boundaries .

MOBILE APPS

We add mobility to your existing 
business solutions  and  extend 

your web business to mobile.
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UI, UX & RWD

We make the user's interaction 
as simple and efficient as 

possible, in terms of accom-
plishing user goals.

DEDICATED TEAMS

We augment your in-house 
technical staff with your chosen 
Dedicated Developers that are 

committed to your unique 
business and IT requirements.

OPEN SOURCE CMS

Solutions that are customised 
to meet your business require -
ments, reduce costs, enhance 
productivity and improve ROI.

DATABASE CONSULTING

Focused on building quality 
data-driven business solutions
We ensure that the database 

will be able to generate correct 
and timely information.

E-COMMERCE

Customer-focused tool for 
selling online, whether you're 

selling physical products, digital 
downloads or services.

MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT

We get you immediate access to 
certified support professionals who 
are ready to help you resolve your 
most critical issues to ensure your 

online business thriving.

OUR EXPERTISE

BI & DATA VISUALIZATION

We create gorgeous and 
well-crafted data visualization 
which helps uncover trends, 

realize insights, explore sources, 
and tell stories.
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ENTERPRISE PORTALS

Enterprise portals provide a secure unified access point, often in 
the form of a web-based user interface and are designed to 
aggregate and personalize information through application 
specific portlets. 
Web portals have become integrated "anytime—anywhere 
access" platforms for information delivery, communication, 
collaboration and automating business processes through 
interconnected applications and web services.
For us an enterprise portal is a framework for integrating 
information solutions, employees, customers, and processes 
across organizational boundaries. We have expertise to ensure 
that you leverage technology to the maximum and grow your 
business rapidly. 
Our  expertise  help create value-adding portal solutions tailored 
to your needs and continuously improve and extend them by 
integrating new modules. 
Ahex delivers end-to-end  Enterprise Portal solutions embracing 
the latest technologies and business trends: 

 Php

  Laravel

  CodeIgniter

  

  

  .NET

  .NET MVC

  .NET Core

  ASP .NET

  

  JavaScript

  Jquery

  Angular Js

  Next Js

  Node Js

  MEAN Stack

B2C and B2B Ecommerce Portals
Social Networks and Communities
News and Entertainment Portal
Business Intelligence Portal
Knowledge Management Portal
Application/Web Services Portals
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Technologies We Work On

  MERN Stack







PrimeNG
Figma

Adobe XD
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DATABASE CONSULTING

Good application programs can not overcome bad database 
designs and the existence of a DBMS does not guarantee good 
data management, nor does it ensure that the database will be 
able to  generate correct and timely information.
Ahex database consultants develop the strategic roadmap to 
guide you to a reliable and optimized database environment by 
assessing your needs and recommending viable options for 
developing a reliable, scalable and manageable database 
environment.  
We develop new databases, optimize and increase performance 
of old databases by studying existing data and sources and  
maintain existing databases.

Technologies We Work On

   MySql
   PSQL
   Microsoft SQL Server
   Mongo DB

  

Industries We Work With
   Travel & Tourism
   Health Care &  Real Estate
   Retail & Ecommerce
   Mass Media & Entertainment
   Education & Sports
   Internet/Technology
   Government Organizations 







-https://www.linkedin.com/company/ahex-techologies
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